On January 26, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to reduce the national debt by $122 billion.

On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to sell $15 billion in unneeded and unused government property.

On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to save $4.4 billion over the next ten years by reducing printing and publishing costs of government documents.

On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment freeze total federal pay.

On January 26, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to live within our means.

Senator has repeatedly ignored the spirit of PAYGO by voting to borrow $252 billion to finance the cost of new government spending since being enacted in February.

On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to cut agency overhead costs.

On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to cut $100 million from the budgets of members of Congress.

On April 25, 2007, the Senate voted down an amendment to eliminate corporate welfare (Eliminating the Advanced Technology Program)

On October 20, 2005, the Senate voted down an amendment to stop the Bridge to Nowhere.

On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to make federal employees pay taxes.

On January 26, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to consolidate duplicate government programs.
On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to eliminate bonuses for failed contractors.

On May 27, 2010, the Senate voted down an amendment to decrease nonessential government travel.

On July 29, 2009, the Senate voted down an amendment to require the Department of Energy to conserve energy. (We had an amendment asking Energy to turn off their lights bc they waste $13.8 million in frivolous energy usage costs such as poor temperature controls.)